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WIZ PRO PLATFORM

CONNECT TO THE CLOUD MANAGE FACILITIES CONTROL LIGHT COLLECT DATA



WHY WiZ PRO?
CONNECT 

fixtures and lamps to the internet via WiFi. No hub needed.

SUPERVISE, MANAGE AND CONTROL
10,000+ lights in multiple locations.

Preventive maintenance, consumption monitoring, sensor management.

Secure management of different end user profiles and grant them individual access to 

WORLD CLASS APP.

BIG DATA collection through Bluetooth beacons and sensors.

Consolidate analytics related to light usage, people, places and time.
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WiZ SYSTEM

Voice control

Beacons

Mobile app

Integrations

WiZ Pro

Big DataBuilding Management Systems

Smart switches

Lighting fixtures

API API

API

Sensors

CLOUD-CENTRIC PLATFORM



CONNECT LIGHTS TO THE INTERNET OF THINGS

WiZ app

Secure cloud

Built in sensors

WiFi

Bluetooth

Voice
control

Integrations

WiZ Pro
interface

Schedules Scenes

Multi-users Multi-locations

Sensors Remote Smart switches Beacons

PIR Microwave

PAST
Legacy lights

PRESENT
Existing fixtures

FUTURE
Universal PWM controller

WiZ Connected luminaires

WiZ lamps

Retroconnectors Connected switches

Big Data



SET THE RULES...
Enjoy panoramic control of multiple rooms and floors with the WiZ Pro interface:

• Use and pre-program hundreds of WiFi connected lights and associated 

Bluetooth devices.

• Apply Schedules — active or passive — with specific light modes, 

depending on the time of the day.

• Record the settings of a whole room with Scenes, which can be brought 

back as often as you want.

• Schedules and Scenes can be triggered in the WiZ app, sensors, 

switches or through voice control.

• Manage sensors activation with various scenarios, including energy 

saving options.



• Check and modify any rules applied to the lighting control 

system anytime via direct cloud access. 

• Check lamp action logs to identify reasons for changes in 

activity, as well as integrate with routines and future rules to 

optimize usage.

• Register users and teams, along with specific rights of 

control associated to places and lights.

... AND SUPERVISE



PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE
• Each light reports its usage to the cloud. This information can 

be used to calculate each lamp’s remaining lifespan.

• No more dark rooms or faulty lights, as you can proactively 

identify and replace segment lamps which are close to the end 

of their usefulness.

• The burden on resources is lessened due to checking and 

reporting on lights all being done on the Pro platform.



ENERGY USAGE MONITORING
• Each lamp constantly reports to the cloud the time and mode 

it’s in, which can be used to calculate energy consumption.

• Reports can be generated and exported based on usage of 

lights per room as well as type of light emitted (warm white, 

cool white or any others), which can be analyzed or used in 

other software.



HIGHLY SENSITIVE
Within a ten-meter range, lamps can spot nearby Bluetooth emitting devices. If there is a successful match between the device and database records, 

the lamp can identify a user profi le, which can set off  triggers to automate processes and actions. Specifi c users can have their preferred lighting 

mode activated when spotted by a WiZ Pro lamp in proximity. The addition of integrated motion detectors to a WiZ Connected fi xture, or of external 

motion sensors, optimizes user spotting, as signals from the Bluetooth signature and motion detection in a room will be crossed matched together for 

accurate triangulation.

Each WiZ Pro lamp or fi xture embeds a sophisticated 32 bit CPU with 

Bluetooth beacon technology sensitivity. Detection information is 

transmitted via WiFi to the WiZ platform.

WIFI AND BLUETOOTH DEVICESBLUETOOTH BEACON TECHNOLOGY

Wired in and battery operated motion and lux sensors

10m



BIG DATA
• Data gathering on anything related to light usage, 

locations, users and time of day.

• Everything is securely recorded on the 

cloud database.

• Specific data or reports can be retrieved or 

shared via API.

• Data analytics such as heat maps available via 

the WiZ Pro web interface.



WORLD CLASS APP FOR END USERS



24/7 SUPPORT IN 6 LANGUAGES

FAQ Live chat support



WiZ PRO
ENABLED

LIGHTS

RetroconnectorConnected switchLamp

PWM controller

RETROFIT

INTEGRATED

PWM controller with case

Lamp

INTERNET OF LIGHTS



Dozens of commercial lighting vendors around the world are currently WiZifying their luminaire product portfolio, so you will be able to use recessed 

downlights, panels, LED strips or outdoor architectural lights for your projects.

Firmware 

OTA updates

Marketing + 

Co-branding
Integrations

Pro-interface for 

commercial lighting

Cloud services + 

Data analytics

WiZ iOS + 

Android apps

In-app chat 

support

WiFi + Bluetooth 

PWM controller

WiZ CONNECTED OEM PROGRAM



Pairing

WiFi

Beacons

Voice control

Bluetooth accessories

Integrations WiZ Pro interface

WIFI CONNECTIVITY

Each WiZ light directly connects to the cloud via a router over 2.4GHz WiFi, which has greater range, 

is more compatible with older devices and has stronger penetration through walls and solid objects 

than 5GHz. Nowadays, WiFi routers can control more than 100 connected devices and are easily 

extendable. There’s no hub needed — it’s scalable and secure with just 2.4GHz WiFi.

... AND NOW WITH BLUETOOTH

The introduction of Bluetooth compatibility makes it seamless to pair WiZ lights under any 

circumstances. It opens up integration with low energy accessories such as remote controls, battery 

operated sensors and wireless panels. Beacons, tracking and individual user recognition is next on 

our upcoming list of features, which will open up pattern behavior learning.

BEST OF BOTH WORLDS



• Each light scans and receives information around it within a 10-meter range.

• Listing of Bluetooth signatures emitted by devices and reporting to the cloud.

• If the signature is recognized, it can be interfaced with third party systems to push 

information to devices or program a custom light behavior.

• Tracking of signatures by triangulation could lead to occupancy and traffic analytics.

BEACONS
API

Third party

software

Bluetooth range

10 meters



WiZ technology can control a large array of existing fixtures including fluorescent, LED, halogen or incandescent ones.

A WiFi and Bluetooth retroconnector can be mounted between the existing power supply and the light source. The retroconnector 

will appear in the WiZ app and change a legacy light point into an integrated part of the WiZ ecosystem.

With a 500W operating current, the universal retroconnector can control and dim several fixtures in line, such as a row of recessed 

downlights. The retroconnector also has Bluetooth beacons technology embedded inside.

The very same features can be implemented in a connected wall switch from a third party vendor, which will let you control surface 

mounted fixtures too.

CONNECT ANY LIGHT TO THE INTERNETCONNECT ANY LIGHT TO THE INTERNET



RELAY - for non-dimmable products 

(e.g. fl uorescent tubes). Can be 

confi gured as a simple ON/OFF relay 

on 110/220V output.

TRIAC - for phase dimmable 

products (halogen lamps, 

incandescent lamps, most LED 

drivers). Provides leading edge phase 

dimming on 110/220V output.

0/10V - for products behind a 0/10V 

LED driver. Provides 0/10V output to 

control LED driver dimming.

1/10V - for products behind a 1/10V 

LED driver. Provides 1/10V output to 

control LED driver dimming, as well 

as a 110/220V output relay for control 

over the main and can turn OFF the 

driver completely.

WiFi

ON

OFF

OEM third party connected switch
Connected switch

Up to 500W
of lamps

Universal retroconnector

ON/OFF, PHASE DIMMING, 0-10V, 1-10V

WiFi

ON

OFF

Your switch

Retroconnector

Up to 500W
of lamps



64,000 
WHITES

Adjustable whites + dimmable 

2,700K to 6,500K CCT

CCT
CRI 95

+16 MILLION 
COLORS

64,000 
WHITES

Dynamic colors + adjustable whites + dimmable

2,000K to 9,000K CCT

RGB + CCT
CRI 95+

DIMMABLE
CRI 90+

2,700K CCT

WARM WHITE
4,000K CCT • 240V  |  5,000K CCT • 120V

DAYLIGHT



Most 
smart lamps

80 CRI*

WiZ 
CCT/RGB

95+ CRI

WiZ 
DIMMABLE

90+ CRI

Natural 
daylight

100 CRI

* 80 CRI is the minimum regulations requirement in most countries.

Color Rendering Index (CRI) is the measurement of how colors look under a light source when compared to sunlight. A perfect 100 indicates that the 

colors under the light appear exactly as they would under the natural sun.

Most lights have an 80+ CRI rating, which is more than acceptable for normal usage. However, there are many instances where you will want to be able to 

see colors much more clearly — in the kitchen, when checking on fruit and vegetables, or even in the bedroom, to tell the difference between your black 

and navy blue socks.

NOT ALL LIGHT IS EQUAL



The WiZ experience already includes many advanced lighting control options: smooth dimming, adjustable whites and dynamic color modes - all which 

brighten up the ambience of any room you’re in, day or night. The new generation of WiZ bulbs takes this two steps further.

A WIDER WHITE PALETTE

Completely transform the atmosphere of a room from the warm whites in the 2,000K range or go up to the super cool whites which peak at 9,000K. 

This is the broadest spectrum of white Color Changing Temperature available on the market today.

A BRIGHTER LIGHT IN MOST ADJUSTABLE WHITE MODES

WiZ bulbs can shine at maximum intensity from 2,700K (warm white) to 6,500K (cool white). Most other smart lighting solutions peak at 4,000K, but 

their performance suffers at most CCT ranges. In comparison, even though their bulbs are more expensive, our new light engine is much more powerful.

WIDER CCT RANGE. BRIGHTER.



2,700K 6,500K

Typical
smart lamps

RGB + CCT

2,000K 3,000K
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9,000K
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LIGHT
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WIDER CCT RANGE. BRIGHTER.



A19

800lm=60W
CRI 95

CCT

A19

800lm=60W
CRI 90+

DaylightWarm white

North America
120V

Lamps

A19

800lm=60W
CRI 95+

RGB+CCT

+



CCT

BR30•E26

950lm=75W
CRI 95

Suitable for 
damp locations

BR30•E26

950lm=75W
CRI 90+

Suitable for 
damp locations

DaylightWarm white

BR30•E26

900lm=72W
CRI 95+

Suitable for 
damp locations

RGB+CCT

+

North America
120V

Lamps



GU10

350lm
60° beam angle

Daylight

GU10

350lm
60° beam angle

Warm white

GU10

350lm
60° beam angle

CCT+RGB

+

North America
120V

Lamps



MR16

650lm
CRI 95

CCT

Downlights
North America

120V

Rune

650lm
CRI 95
IP24

CCT

Rune

350lm
CRI 95+
IP24

RGB+CCT

+



Downlights
North America

120V

Totem

900lm
CRI 90+
ø6 inches

DaylightWarm white

Totem

900lm
CRI 95
ø6 inches

CCT

Totem

900lm
CRI 95+
ø6 inches

RGB+CCT

+



Lamps
Europe & Asia Pacific

230V

G100

1,200lm=80W
CRI 95

CCT

G100

1,200lm=80W
CRI 90+

DaylightWarm white

G100

1,550lm=100W
CRI 95+

RGB+CCT

+



A•E27

810lm=60W
CRI 95

CCT

A•E27

810lm=60W
CRI 90+

DaylightWarm white

A•E27

810lm=60W
CRI 95+

RGB+CCT

+

Lamps
Europe & Asia Pacific

230V



Lamps
Europe & Asia Pacific

230V

A•B22

810lm=60W
CRI 95

CCT

A•B22

810lm=60W
CRI 90+

DaylightWarm white

A•B22

810lm=60W
CRI 95+

RGB+CCT

+



P45•E14

400lm

Daylight

P45•E14

400lm

Warm white

P55•E14

400lm

CCT+RGB

+

Lamps
Europe & Asia Pacific

230V



C•E14

400lm

Daylight

C•E14

400lm

Warm white

C•E14

400lm

CCT+RGB

+

Lamps
Europe & Asia Pacific

230V



GU10

350lm
60° beam angle

Daylight

GU10

350lm
60° beam angle

Warm white

GU10

350lm
60° beam angle

CCT+RGB

+

Lamps
Europe & Asia Pacific

230V



MR16

650lm
CRI 95

CCT

Rune

650lm
CRI 95
IP24

CCT

Rune

350lm
CRI 95+
IP24

RGB+CCT

+

Downlights
Europe & Asia Pacific

230V



Formed in 2016, WiZ Connected is a French-Asian lighting software solutions company based in 

Hong Kong with an international team of highly skilled software developers, firmware and backend 

engineers. Its founders have been designing decorative luminaires and engineering technical lighting 

since 2004, producing more than 80 million lights over the past 14 years, including some of the 

very first LED bulbs and recessed downlights. WiZ is deployed in 25 countries across the Americas, 

Europe, the Middle East and Asia Pacific.

Over 50 lighting vendors around the world are WiZifying hundreds of lighting fixtures. With these 

partners, the WiZ team is building the most relevant connected light ecosystem, benefiting both end 

users and enterprises.
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wizlighting

HEADQUARTERS

RM 3805 | 148 Electric Road 

North Point | Hong Kong 

CONTACT

    info@wizconnected.com

   +852 2123 5965

wizconnected.com






